Key Features

Superior thickness for exceptional impact resistance.

Longer 16’8” panels reduce the number on your home by up to 33%.

Double-Nick wall beam provides extra rigidity and wind load resistance of up to 30,000 PSI.

Unique Nissan™ self-aligning locking system for quick, easy installation and straight, straight walls.

Double-sized insulating panels mean up to 45% less air and rigidity reduced air infiltration for a quieter, more energy efficient home.

Larger panel and "W" profile adds rigidity and dramatically reduces the need for a valley filler strip.

Durakill™ UV technology for superior weatherability and ease of cleaning.

Beautiful appearance of low-gloss rough cedar woodgrain.

The perfect accent makes the perfect home.

As one of North America’s largest manufacturers of siding profiles and accessories, Kaycan is renowned for offering a vast array of innovative, long-lasting and low maintenance products. Our accessories, accent products and trims offer the perfect finishing touch for the look you’ve always imagined.

Kaycan... Building Lasting Impressions.

Built on more than 40 years of experience, all our Kaycan vinyl siding and accessories are designed to last for decades. Kaycan has got you covered as all our products are backed by a limited lifetime warranty.

All Kaycan vinyl sidings and accessories are backed by a lifetime limited warranty.

The contoured insulating underlayment product used for Ocean Park XL Ultra™ is manufactured by an Energy-Star rated company. Energy Star rated made to measure insulation.
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The low gloss finish of Ocean Park XL ULTRA’s™ exclusive Duratron™ Vinyl Formula, realistic wood-grain texture, deep shadow lines and infused-color throughout the panel give the closest appearance and feel of natural wood. All this and a limitless choice of designer colors, accent trims, soffits and accessories that match the strength, natural look and maintenance-free durability of Ocean Park XL ULTRA™.

Ocean Park XL ULTRA’s™ Unique Shield™ Integrated Backing System eliminates the hollow space between the wall and siding, keeping air and insects out. Unique Shield™ adds incomparable protection against cracking from even the hardest impacts.

Unparalleled Comfort and Strength is when the thickest panel on the market is joined with precisely contoured insulation to produce the Ocean Park XL ULTRA™ Insulated Wall System. Ocean Park XL ULTRA™ panels are 43% thicker than conventional panels and deliver long lasting performance. Matched with perfectly profiled backer board, your home will be covered with a beautiful, sturdy wall system that will add comfort and energy savings to your home.

Unparalleled Strength
Ocean Park XL ULTRA™’s Unique Shield™ Integrated Backing System eliminates the hollow space between the wall and siding, keeping air and insects out. Unique Shield™ adds incomparable protection against cracking from even the hardest impacts.

Add Comfort and Savings to Your Home
Precisely contoured insulation adds rigidity and insulation for a quieter, more energy efficient home. Ever the corners are insulated for total insulation. This seamless insulating system helps reduce heating and cooling of the home for substantial savings on your energy bills.